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Government Censors Public: Orland Park Public Library Decides No More 
Public Comment on Porn
Posted By Megan Fox On January 28, 2014 @ 4:00 pm In Activism,Library | 17 Comments
The most recent board meeting at the Orland Park Public Library was an illustration of tyrannical government 
in action. Currently, Orland Park Public Library allows unfiltered internet access which means access to violent 
porn, bestiality, the exploitation of sex trafficked women, and child pornography. They have no plans to do 
anything about it despite the Mayor of Orland Park joining the growing chorus for filters on all computers.
Instead, the library defends its inaction with claims of freedom of speech while public masturbators commit 
their fetishes in a library full of children. The public embarrassment and citizen outcry has not made one iota of 
difference to the hardcore leftists on the board. Their commitment to porn and the American Library 
Association’s insistence that it is protected in a public space (even when paid for by unwilling taxpayers) is 
unwavering.
I have spoken at five board meetings along with other members of the community. Each time the topic was the 
same. “Put filters on the computers.” Each five minute speech was tailored to a different angle pointing out 
different reasons why filters are necessary and constitutional. I always followed their rules and policies to the 
letter. But at the last meeting, even though I have followed all the rules they wrote, the board decided they 
had heard enough about the porn problem at their library. They arbitrarily decided we are no longer able to 
speak about anything relating to “computers” or “sexual misconduct” in their library. Keep in mind, these are 
the “free speech” people.
In the beginning of the video below, my colleague Kevin DuJan begins talking about the fact that the library is 
now charging money for non-residents to use unfiltered computers, thus profiting from pornography turning 
the library into a “sexually oriented business.” He is stopped way before he gets to this revelation because his 
topic is not approved by the Board of Overlords. Strangely, they keep saying they have heard this before, but 
they haven’t because they just instituted this policy of charging non-residents before the last board meeting so 
up until that day no patron was able to comment on it publicly. Pay close attention to how he switches his 
tactics and starts praising the library for random things. He is not interrupted. Every time he says something 
positive, no one interrupts him, but the minute he starts to criticize the board or the library he is stopped. Then 
it’s my turn and President Nancy Healy tries to shut me up several times by interrupting, arguing and banging 
a gavel. After they keep me from making most of my comments they turn to an Orland Park resident named 
Joe who has never been to a board meeting and is also not allowed to express his disappointment with the 
terrible internet policy.
What do you call this other than CENSORSHIP?
What a joke these people are. They bluster that those of us who don’t want porn in public libraries are trying to 
censor adults from hardcore porn or “information” in their words, but they have no problem actually stopping 
citizens and taxpayers from speaking to them! Watch. This is your government in action.
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